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About This Game

From above the world of “Cars”, Disney’s Planes takes players on a high-flying, action-packed animated comedy adventure with
Dusty Crophopper, a big-hearted, speed-loving crop duster, voiced by actor and comedian Dane Cook. Take to the skies with

Dusty and friends as they embark on global missions and grand adventures around the world.

CONSOLE GAME FEATURES
-10 characters from the film with pick-up-and-play flight controls

-10 environments inspired by the film
-4 modes of play: Air Rallies, Story, Free Flight and Balloon Popping fun -1-2 players
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It's PLANE to see that this game is perfect
4/10. I can't get this dumb game to work with a joystick. It won't allow me to do a barrow roll.. With a controller, its a fun flight
game for the kids. The levels arent the best in design, but theyre certainly not the worst. Animations true to the franchise.
Graphics are 5\/10. The mechanics are much better than Disney Cars offerings I've experienced (Pre 2017). I would say $8 to
$10 would be a fair pricepoint for this game.. This game is fun, you get to play as most of the main characters from the Planes
movie. Story mode is pretty neat, other modes available. My biggest complaint is the on screen prompts are generic buttons,
only thing that differentiates them is color. So it's hard to tell what controls what. Game settings are just device choice, ie
gamepad or keyboard; no mapping available. Using my gamepad I was able to figure out the controls, but for keyboard, it's
almost impossible. Once controls are figured out, it's a great game.. oh my don't get me started on this game i have a gtx 10200ti
and this game works very well, now i am not even going to get in to the relistic flight macinces so good like eating butter with
milk,any way getting a little off topic but all i have to say it that is it worth the 20$,it is the most wonderful action adventure
game on the market TODAY you would not beleve how good this game is AND THERE IS MORE it is a family friendly game
so you can play it with you WHOLE family unless they are dead but lets not get into that,and i love the fact that is it voice acted
by the one and only dane cook who is a VERY good comedian,i really think that this might be better than that club pengun game
that disney also ownes,it is a animate,comdey,speed loving crop duster.so. Game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 my
2yo son loves it. 10\/10. though it seems shorter than cars it's okay. not awful, one of the best Disney ports
great game if ur 6
. My son just turned 4 and this is the first game we have found for him where he can effectively follow the goals and progress
with minimal adult assistance, instead of just exploring. Missions focus on helping and rescuing people instead of violence.

Graphics look good, runs in 1080p, nice particle effects and backgrounds. Works great with a controller.

10\/10 if you are 4 or 5.
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